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How long does ‘happy ever after’ really last?
That’s the concern of Alain de Botton’s The
Course of Love (hardcover £10.49, Kindle
£9.99), which applies psychotherapeutic
analysis to the marital woes of a fictional couple:

architect Rabih and surveyor Kirsten. Frank, wry
and insightful about the challenges of modern
marriage, it’s an original combination of love
story, philosophical musing and self-help.

Or go behind the scenes of big musical hits
with free podcast Song Exploder, where
everyone from U2, Björk and Arcade Fire to
the composers of scores for Game of Thrones,
Downton Abbey and The Martian share their
creative process. Who knows – you might even
be inspired to follow their lead…

How are you livening
up your commute?
Let us know via
Twitter @Move_To

The familiar made strange: ‘Homebound’, 2000

The chilling evocation of confinement in ‘Light Sentence’, 1992

In 1995, Mona Hatoum was shortlisted for the
Turner Prize for Corpse Étranger, a piece in which
an endoscope probes her innards. The Palestinian
countercultural artist, who lives here in exile,
has always taken an unconventional route in her
exploration of the political and personal, as this
first major retrospective shows.

Work includes early performance and video pieces,
sculptures and installations, such as household
furniture and objects crackling with electricity – the
familiar rendered strange and dangerous. From
giant cheese craters and stacked cages to a neon
globe showing “hot spots”, Hatoum tackles topical
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issues like territory, war, captivity and privacy
through creations of odd, provocative beauty.

MONA HATOUM
UNTIL AUgUsT 21

Tate Modern, Bankside SE1
Adult £16, under-12s free
www.tate.org.uk

In June, more than 200 architecture events take
place across London – everything from exhibitions,
talks and tours to comedy, screenings and urban
farming. The 2016 London Festival of Architecture
centres on community: new communities created
with development and regeneration, the rise of
the communal workspace, and the importance of
neighbourhood engagement and maintaining social
spaces.

It’s a key moment for the GLA-supported event, with
the election of a Mayor keen to address such issues.
“We picked the theme because London is going
through a period of enormous change,” explains a
festival spokesperson. “It’s the most diverse city
on the planet, and this is a great way for architects
to demonstrate their relevance to its inhabitants’
needs.”

Over 50 architecture practices are opening their
doors, “so you can see how architects actually
work and share your thoughts with them. It’s great
for the public to have that access, and it’s useful
for architects to hear people’s concerns and new
ideas.” One practice, Stirling Prize holders AHMM,
hosts a taster event for aspiring young architects
(June 23), while WATG and Wimberly Interiors take
a more literal approach to ‘taster’ with their Great
Architectural Bake-off (June 11).

55ft-high installation ‘The Hive’

Other highlights include the BFI’s ‘Architecture
on Screen’ series; Razia Iqbal’s Any Questions-
style event at the Royal Institution (June 27); the
Barbican’s critical celebration of the creative and
urban culture emerging from refugee camps (June
10); and, taking up residence at Kew Gardens from
June 18, Wolfgang Buttress’s The Hive, a 55ft-high,
40-tonne aluminium installation whose LED lights
and soundscapes are triggered by vibrations in a real
beehive.

You can tour iconic buildings like Damien Hirst’s
Newport Street Gallery (June 27) and the National
Theatre (various dates), and Architects for Social
Housing calls attention to the beautiful gardens
at housing estates under threat, with tours, talks,
exhibitions, performances and music (June 18-19).

The Edible Bus Stop’s Grow:Store offers solutions for
underused public spaces, with transportable urban
village greens and shipping containers doubling
as creative workspaces for small businesses.
Throughout June, their NLA site is open for picnics,
boules and discussions. You can also meet the
animals at Waterloo’s Oasis Farm (June 25) and
enjoy comedy from Tim Ross at architecturally
significant buildings across the capital, from White
Lodge to the BT Tower.

The unifying strand to these diverse events is helping
architects “connect as directly as possible to people
who live and work in London. Together, we can
shape the city’s future.”

LONDON FEsTIVAL OF
ARCHITECTURE
UNTIL JUNE 30

Details of events at
www.londonfestivalofarchitecture.org

Experience the beautiful green spaces under threat with Open Garden Estates
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